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The Story of Light, Through Heaven’s Gate is a spiritual, not religious book relative to the new age. It is a divinely inspired (channelled),
thorough, and comprehensive BODY OF KNOWLEDGE about how divine light works on Earth and in the heavens.
Topics include: the role of angelic cadres in the evolution of Earth;
the nature of the void and negativity; the lost souls of Lucifer’s legions; the
structure of light frequencies emanating from the Godhead; how divine
light is made useful on Earth; innovative manipulations of light; the nature, use, and advantage of Oneness; the influences of topography, atmosphere, shadows, moisture, and polarity on light; the conversion of light
into energy, light and the nature of disease; light in our solar system; the
Sun and stars and inter-planetary light exchange; the flow of light into
and through our solar system from higher dimensions and from planetto-planet with discussion about the inner and outer planets; the specific
contribution of each planet to the light of our solar system; the contribution of the Kuiper belt and plutoids to the
flow of light into and beyond our solar system; the creation, empowerment, and value of light stations (geographical
power places) to bring light and life to Earth; the in-depth explanation of the soul’s evolutionary development and
involvement with the enlightenment of Earth; how light works with the consciousness, conscious body, mind, and
will; the construct, design, flaws, and operation of the emotional body; the techniques, objectives, and limitations
of contemplation and meditation; the manipulation of light through metaphysical tools and techniques including
group consciousness; the nature of the divine plan including access to the akashic records, the awakening of memory
cells, the influence of will, and the schedule of planetary changes; the realization of the image of God and the pulses
of energy from God; the requirements, preparation, and procedure for the ascension of the planet, the species on the
planet, and humanity from the physical plane.
With an advanced understanding of how light works, your interpretation of the world around you is illuminated
in every respect.

